How it works
Two GPS antennas give the location and orientation of the excavator. This
signal is combined with the signal from ExcaVision and gives the exact
location of the bucket on the contruction site. The graphic display in the
cab gives the operator full view of the contruction site, displaying where to
dig, fill, lay pipes, etc.

Easy pipelaying: In pipework, the system helps the operator by providing
depth and alignment information and the ability to measure along the
length of the pipe, so material can be prepared ahead of time. The system
records data to generate “as built” drawings. The different layers of the
engineering drawings can be viewed one by one or together.
The software has been adapted to other machines, such as dozers. We
provide data conversion services to change drawings from 2d to 3d.

Excavator Grade Control System

Why ExcaVision?
Why not use a couple of hours to install the ExcaVision system on your
excavator or backhoe, then do the work of two people - yours and your
helper’s - for years to come? Not only do you save wages, you will dig faster
And exactly to grade. No guesswork!

Ocala Instruments’ product line
P ExcaVision: The best, simplest excavator depth monitor
P ExcaVision GPS: The ultimate productivity tool
P Monitoring of underwater excavations
P Alarm One-Call Centers about proximity to utility lines
P Data conversion for engineering plans
P Fleet management tools, Telematics
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Tel: 1-319-404-1015
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Choose between the 7 inch touch-screen
color display or its ruggedized,
waterproof version for tough
environments

We accept major credit cards
ExcaVision fits any excavator,
backhoe or mini-excavator

The easiest way to improve excavator productivity
How to use Excavision: A simple example shows how to dig a trench
without leaving the cab to measure. Just set the desired depth to 8.75, go
up to the laser light with the laser catcher and the system rebenches. You
will dig a perfect bottom with a 2% slope.
CAT 320 48 INCH
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User friendly interface. Wireless sensors.
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The ExcaVision System is ideal for contractors with multiple machines, needing
flexibility in daily excavating solutions. The system uses wireless technology on
the sensors and a laser catcher, making installation a breeze. Optional body
sensor / 2nd Boom and tilt bucket sensors make the system very versatile.
The system is extremely user friendly and can be moved from machine to
machine in matter of minutes.
How does it work? The angle sensors send exact angle position of the boom,
stick and bucket with wireless radio signals to a radio receiver box in the cab. The
computer in the display calculates the exact bucket position, allowing the display
to show the depth, horizontal reach, slope, etc. All menus are in plain English (No
symbols to learn).
The laser catcher on the dipper stick lets the operator to dig all day without
getting out of the cab to measure, and reduces the need of reference stakes and
benchmarks.
Choose between the
automatic laser catcher or
its smaller, semi-automatic
version, the Ocalaser mini

ExcaVision system in
a rugged carry case

The display shows any layer of
the engineering drawings as well
as the location of the bucket.

Ocala

RTK GPS + GLONASS
Antenna / Receivers
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Benefits
Upgrade to GPS
ExcaVision is easily upgradable to GPS:
The ExcaVision is an essential
component of any GPS excavator
monitor. You can upgrade the 2d
ExcaVision to a full 3d GPS-based system
by simply adding a couple of GPS
antennas and new software to the
graphic display.

R Load engineering drawings into the computer and see the location of
the bucket on the construction site.
R Less need for surveyor’s stakes
R Pipelaying becomes a breeze, with depth, alignment and other
infrastructure information right on the screen
R Recover the cost of the system in a few jobs. Job bidding becomes
easier when you can review the real cost of former jobs

